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iTWO cx offers a sophisticated and 
integrated solution for construction 
managers looking to boost             
collaboration and project control. 
The platform combines six major 
modules that can be customised to 
suit the unique requirements of your 
project.

Everything from managing contracts 
and tenders to stakeholder              
correspondence can be streamlined 
with iTWO cx, our advanced and 
adaptable project platform.   

Losing track of just one vital interaction can rapidly lead to delays and cost 
variations. For efficiency and accountability, it makes sense to integrate all 
project communication in a centralised system.
The iTWO cx activities page provides each user with a central place to 
track items as they progress, as well as identify all items waiting for their 
action. This ensures everyone on the project knows where they stand and 
can manage their workflow accordingly.

Effective Communication and 
Management Across Every Project

iTWO cx is designed specifically for the construction industry - there is 
no limit to what users can store and share, from complex drawings to 
detailed reports.
With automatic version control, cloud-based access and flexible 
settings, iTWO cx transforms construction drawing and document 
management into a secure and transparent process that eliminates risk.

A Secure and Sophisticated
Document Management Solution 

Knowledge is power, and this is never truer than in construction cost 
management. Better financial visibility and control can save businesses 
from the costly mistiming of outstanding payments.
iTWO cx Contracts Administration brings your project budget, contracts 
and payment information into one central database, enabling you to 
manage multiple project budgets together in real-time.

Manage Contracts and Budgets 
with Efficiency and Clarity

The iTWO cx Tender Management module makes it exceptionally easy 
to distribute and manage unlimited tenders via the cloud.
Our system makes transferring large documents to multiple recipients 
fast and reliable, with every interaction tracked so that users stay 
informed from start to finish.

Streamlined Bid and Tender 
Management

iTWO cx Defects Management is designed to quickly capture, assign 
and track defects for rectification and efficiently manage them within 
one mobile and cloud-based platform.
This system makes it simple to share vital defect information in 
real-time, with built-in tools designed to increase accountability and 
accuracy across the board.

Efficient Defects Management at 
the Office and Onsite

It’s never been easier to accurately capture, analyse and report on 
your quality information for assured project close-outs.
iTWO cx Quality Management provides a library for inspection and 
test plans (ITPs), enabling construction managers to seamlessly 
create, approve and modify quality objectives for a project.

Keep Control of All Necessary 
Quality Processes
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What Makes iTWO cx Different?

Tenders

Create and monitor tenders 
through a centralised dashboard 
that includes smart management 

options for all addenda.

Quality Management

Match agreed quality standards with 
digital ITPs, test requests, surveys and 

NCRs to enable a quicker close-out 
process.

Contracts Administration

Centralise all dealings with full 
financial control in one module. 

Create contracts, allocate project 
budgets and manage all claims, 

payments and variations with ease.

Effectively synchronise every 
stakeholder involved in a project 

by tracking all interactions with the 
forum-based system, and monitor 

progress in real-time.

Share controlled files such as 
drawings, reports, contracts, etc, 
and ensure the most-up-to-date 
versions are always available for 

review.

Defects

Manage the defect process 
effectively by capturing images 

onsite, assigning to relevant trades 
and organising onsite and offsite 

inspections.

Dashboards

BIM
Review, Approve and Publish
BIM Models Using iTWO cx

CAPTURE

CONFIGURE

CONNECT

CONTROL

Workflows + Reporting Mobile App Activities



What could clearer communication and greater control achieve for your business?

Our tools are intuitive to use, built to grow with your business and scope, and sophisticated 
enough to support multi-billion dollar projects.

With iTWO cx, your organisation can utilise critical information to its absolute advantage in 
maximising efficiency and minimising delays.

Call us now for a FREE demonstration of our solutions.

RIB Software SE is a pioneering force in construction innovation, having explored and developed new 
methods and technologies to enhance productivity for stakeholders across our sector. We are committed to 
modernising traditional aspects of our industry, and RIB iTWO cx represents a huge step forward for the 
advancement and digitisation of construction. We believe our platform can serve to create the next generation 
of living culture in the world.

Realise Your Project Vision with iTWO cx

What Do Our Clients Think? 

"The Contract Administration Model is very beneficial to my team. Its high level of detail makes 
managing finance easy and efficient and the powerful export to Excel® function is great for 
converting data for monthly reports."
Georgina Pye, Project Manager, RPS

"Given the challenges we were facing in terms of how we were going to track our work, keeping 
confidentiality as well as having everything for handover, this was our solution."
Ramy Youssef, Business Systems Manager, webuild

"As a portfolio manager working with 2500 users, trying to get consistency across our user base 
was very challenging. One of the more important reasons for us choosing iTWO cx was the 
adaptability of the system; we were searching for a program that could be moulded in essentially 
12 different ways to meet our needs. iTWO cx was great in terms of its flexibility, and instrumental 
in driving our understanding of what processes needed to be incorporated and how they might 
work.” 
James Westacott, Managing Consultant, Indec Consulting




